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Major Spark “I’m Not Gonna Stand Around”
The first single from their debut album Beautiful Noise, out 5/21 New this week: KRML, WYCE ON: KVYN, KJAC and WBJB
Major Spark is the brainchild of former Magnet singer-songwriter Mark Goodman and producer Brian Charles (who played
nearly every instrument on the album) Watch the video on my site now Backing vocals by fellow producer Miranda Serra

Dumpstaphunk “United Nations Stomp” (feat. Marcus King)
From Where Do We Go From Here, out 4/23 New: WFPK, KVNA, WNCW, KCLC, WUKY ON: KCSN, KRSH, KHUM, WJCU, WEXT,
KMTN, WBJB, KSUT, WYCE, WCBE… “The epic jam invokes the vintage spirit of Jimi Hendrix and Cream coupled with a touch of urgent
musical angst that could be easily playlist alongside modern contemporaries Rage Against The Machine or Red Hot Chili Peppers.” - Glide Magazine

Judah & The Lion “Spirit”
Their new single, out now New: Music Choice, KVYN, WCLX, KCLC, WVMP, KLRR, WMWV, WSGE, KNBA ON: WXRT, WRLT, WXPK,
WPYA, WCLY, KVNA, WZEW, KRSH, WCNR… “Most iconic stories and songs don’t start with everything being perfect, but rather the story comes
from the pain and the tension between moving forward and allowing the pain to become your super power in life.” - Judah Akers Great syncs already

Allison Russell “Nightflyer”
The first single from her solo debut Outside Child, out 5/21 New: WFPK, WCLX, WEXT, KNBA, WCBE Early: WRLT, Music Choice, WCLZ,
KJAC, WDST, WKZE, KSUT, WYCE, WDVX, KSLU, WFIT, WUMB, WUNC… Allison is also in Our Native Daughters and Birds of Chicago
“Triumph glistens along poetic lyric lines as Russell uncovers unforeseen strength.” - American Songwriter Watch the video on my site

Wilderado “Head Right”
The first single from their forthcoming full-length debut, due this fall Early at WRLT, KCSN, WOCM, WBJB, WJCU, KLRR
Wilderado has surpassed 75 million artist streams across the board and gets over 3 million monthly listeners across platforms
Previous tour partners include The 1975, Catfish and The Bottlemen, Mt Joy, Band of Horses and Rainbow Kitten Surprise

Moon Vs Sun “I’m Going To Break Your Heart”
The title track to the album and feature documentary film Added early at KVNA Moon Vs Sun is the project from husband-
and-wife Raine Maida (Our Lady Peace) and Grammy and Juno award-winning Chantal Kreviazuk The film comes out 4/23
Recorded a session for Paste last month The documentary covers the making of the record amidst the strains of their marriage

Mustafa “Ali”
The first single from When Smoke Rises, out 5/28 New: WNXP, WBJB, KXCI Early: KTBG, WYCE and WUNC Hailing from the
inner city Regent Park area of Toronto, his music reflects the world he grew up in, and this song is about a close friend who was
shot and killed four years ago “An impossibly personal collection of songs as heartbreaking as they are beautiful.” - GQ Video on my site

Lucy Dacus “Hot & Heavy”
The first single from Home Video, out 6/25 Just played on Colbert last night Check out the official video on my site now
"Lucy Dacus' sharp lyrics and ascendant voice are a galelike force." - Entertainment Weekly “It was well worth the three-year
wait for this knockout.” - The AV Club Extensive touring kicks off September 10 - shows with Julien Baker, Bartees Strange

Anderson East “Madelyn”
The first single from Maybe We Never Die, out 8/20 BDS #1 Most Added early, including Music Choice, WRLT, WXCT,
WCLZ, WPYA, WCNR, KVNA, WCLY, WAPS, KCLC, KJAC and more Playing on Late Night with Seth Meyers TONIGHT!
Playing the JBE Virtual Summit on 4/22 Watch the video on my site now Produced by Dave Cobb (Highwomen, Rival Sons)

The Wallflowers “Roots And Wings”
Their first new music in nine years, from the new album Exit Wounds, out 7/9 Most Added early, including WRLT, KPND,
WCLY, WERS, WTMD, KLRR, KUMT, WEHM, KOZT, KNBA, WYCE Confirmed to play the virtual NON-COMMvention
Produced by Butch Walker Played it on Jimmy Kimmel Live last week - see the video on my site 53-date arena tour kicks off July 16



Passenger “Sword From The Stone”
From Songs For The Drunk And Broken Hearted, out now Played on Kimmel! Mediabase 16*, BDS Monitored 13*, Indicator 11*, Mediabase Hot AC 21*!
New: WFPK ON: KBCO, KGSR, WRLT, KINK, WMMM, WXRV, KRVB, WPYA, Music Choice, WXPK, WCLZ, KCSN, WAPS, WQKL, WCNR, WKLQ, KTHX...
Streaming over 400K/week “…a hauntingly beautiful collection of Americana gold, and likely Passenger’s finest and most focused record yet.” - Glide

Tune-Yards “hold yourself.”
From sketchy., out now Mediabase #30, BDS Monitored #22, Indicator 32*, JBE Albums #11! New: WVOD ON: WXRV, WRNR, WRLT,
WXPN, KRVB, WFUV, KCMP, KCSN, WFPK, WYEP, KTBG, KXT, Music Choice, WPYA, KUTX, WYMS, WTMD, KVOQ, KJAC, WCNR, WNRN...
Played on Colbert and Kimmel “The gauzy, bass-heavy beat ballad delivers a potent message of self-empowerment” - Pitchfork Great album reviews

William The Conqueror “Wake Up”
From their new album Maverick Thinker, out now ON: WTMD, KJAC, WDST, WCLY, WCLX, WZLO, KROK, WVMP, KMMS, KRML, KSMF,
WCBE, WBJB, WNCW, WYCE... American Songwriter feature ! “Whip-smart indie rock that harks back to Stateside influences - we’re hearing as-
pects of Speedy Ortiz and Pavement - alongside that scratchy, UK indie sound, the West Country group are moving in their own lane.” - Clash Magazine

Kaleo “Break My Baby”
The new single from Surface Sounds, out 4/23 Mediabase 9*, BDS Monitored 9*, Indicator 6*! New at KGSR Spotify now over 20MM!
ON: SiriusXM Spectrum, WXRT, KBCO, WXRV, WRLT, KRVB, KCMP, WRNR, Music Choice, WQKL, WFPK, WXPK, WPYA, WTMD, KTBG, KTHX,
WCNR, WZEW, WKLQ, KVOQ... “The pounding beat and JJ’s breathless wail are practically hair-raising in their unquenchable desire...” - Atwood Mag

Edie Brickell & New Bohemians “Sleeve” and “Stubborn Love”
Two new singles for radio to choose from, take your pick From their new album Hunter And The Dog Star, out now
ON: KCSN, WERS, WEHM, KYSL, WNCW, WCBE, WVMP, KNBA, KSMF, WMWV, KSUT, WYCE, KXCI, WUKY, KHUM, WDST, XM Loft…
Played on Fallon last month! This is the band’s 5th studio album “A remarkably uplifting effort...” - American Songwriter (Rating: 4/5)

Cas Haley “All The Right People”
The title track single from his new album, out now ON: WCLY, WDST, WUIN, WTYD, WNCW, WZLO, KSUT, KNBA, WCBE, WCLX,
KSMF, WYCE, KAXE… “A breezy, instantly memorable singalong that allows you to surround yourself with positivity and good people.”
- American Songwriter “Cas’ songs are folk songs - ones that will still be sung 100 years from now - THAT is his gift.” - Jon Batiste

Ten Kills The Pack “Body”
From his EP Life, Death, and Afterwards, out now New: WCLX, KAXE ON: WCLY, WVMP, KMTN, KROK, WYCE, WJCU, KCLC, WCBE, KLRR,
WOCM, KMMS… Hailing from Toronto, his real name is Sean Sroka The name ‘Ten Kills The Pack’ comes from a card game that he plays with friends
“By weaving together universal themes, Sroka has established Ten Kills the Pack as a leading voice in modern folk music.” - Exclaim

Aaron Lee Tasjan “Don’t Overthink It”
The new single from Tasjan! Tasjan! Tasjan!, out now with fantastic reviews ON: WRLT, KCSN, WTMD, WNRN, WCLX, WVMP, WUIN, WTYD,
WBJB, WYCE, WCBE, KSMF, WJCU, WMVY, KROK… “A triumphant progression, merging all Tasjan’s varied strands of his musical DNA into a
genuine tour-de-force” - Rolling Stone “His best album yet” - Associated Press WXPN Free At Noon confirmed for 5/14, World Cafe online now

Drew Holcomb and The Neighbors “I Need To Go Somewhere”
His new single, out now BDS Indicator Debut 38*! New: KVNA, KBAC ON: WRLT, Music Choice, WCLY, WCNR, KTBG, WEXT, WJCU, WCLX,
WYCE, KRML, KMTN, KNBA, WZLO… “A hopeful—and hilarious—ode to getting back out there.” - Garden & Gun Funny video on my site now
Drew and longtime collaborator Cason Cooley wrote the song together about the cabin fever we’ve all been experiencing and needing to just go

Bendigo Fletcher “Evergreen”
The first single from their Elektra debut ON: WRLT, KRVB, KCSN, WPYA, WFPK, WZEW, WCLX, WTMD, KRSH, WCLY, KMMS, WEHM, KCLC,
KYSL, KMTN, KROK, WBJB, WYCE… Produced by Ken Coomer of Wilco Toured w/Nathaniel Rateliff, Mt. Joy, CAAMP, Hiss Golden Messenger
“‘Evergreen’ meanders through the madness of the world and the constant reconditioning required to survive it all.” - American Songwriter

Julien Baker “Heatwave”
The second single from Little Oblivions Mediabase 45*, BDS Monitored New & Active, JBE Albums 15*! New: WFUV, WFPK, WYEP, WCLZ,
KRSH, KVNA, WCLX, KLRR, WVMP… ON: WRLT, KCMP, WXRV, Music Choice, KTBG, KJAC, KPND, KVOQ, WNXP, WPYA, KVYN, WDST, WWCT,
WZEW, WAPS, WCNR, WYMS… “[On Heatwave] the Tennessee singer-songwriter mixes honest, banal observations with the painfully beautiful." - NME
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American Songwriter analyzes the new music and video from Anderson East

Rolling Stone shares details of the new Wallflowers record

Coming up... Paula Fuga “If Ever,” James

“I about had enough / Can’t make sense of this world we’re living in / It keeps speeding up / Playing sides in this game nobody wins. Therein its opening,
Anderson East cracks open first single “Madelyn,” a peer into all the dystopian, curious, and uncertain lives permeating upcoming fifth album Maybe
We Never Die (Elektra/Low Country Sound) out August 20.
Regrouping with Grammy-winning producer Dave Cobb (John Prince, The Highwomen, Rival Sons), along with longtime bandleader and now co-
producer Philip Towns, the Alabama-born artist sways between the solitude and connectedness through the 12 tracks of Maybe We Never Die.
Exploring life after death and some kind of immortal love, the “Madelyn” video, directed by Nico Poalillo, finds East in his MDLYN Corp. Lab—the
imagined set running through the scenes of Maybe We Never Die—and an exploratory look at “love never dies.”
A follow up to 2018 release Encore, which produced the Grammy-nominated single, “All On My Mind,” Maybe We Never Die is a continuation of the
deeply reflective state East found himself in 2020 when the pandemic hit. “Now, I’m more reflective and I’m beginning to realize what being a human
being really means” East recently shared with American Songwriter. “It’s a nice reset.”
East went on to create the YouTube series Isolation Collective Sessions, where he and his bandmates (on split-screen videos) would perform various
Encore tracks, while continuing his exploratory look at all the human conditions that eventually led to Maybe We Never Die.
“I wanted to create something unique with this record,” says East. “A piece of music, that as a whole, knew where its footing was but yet still at-
tempted to see what was behind the curtains. I’m very proud of what it took to make and its ultimate outcome. I am very grateful to the wonderfully
talented humans that lent their gifts to make it what it is.” - American Songwriter, 4/7/21

“The Wallflowers have announced their new album Exit Wounds, Jakob Dylan and company’s first LP in nine years. The band also debuted the first
single “Roots and Wings” Thursday during a visit to Jimmy Kimmel Live.
Exit Wounds, due out July 9th, marks the Wallflowers’ first album since 2012’s Glad All Over. Butch Walker produced the LP, which also features
Shelby Lynne on four tracks.
“I think everybody — no matter what side of the aisle you’re on — wherever we’re going to next, we’re all taking a lot of exit wounds with us. No-
body is the same as they were four years ago. That, to me, is what Exit Wounds signifies,” Dylan said of the album title in a statement. “And it’s not
meant to be negative at all. It just means that wherever you’re headed, even if it’s to a better place, you leave people and things behind, and you think
about those people and those things and you carry them with you. Those are your exit wounds. And right now, we’re swimming in them.”
Dylan added of the band’s nearly decade-long hiatus: “I’m the same writer I’ve always been — I was just also writing during a time when the world
felt like it was falling apart. That changes the way you address even the simplest things, because you have panic in your mind all the time. You have
anxiety. And you also have hope. And it’s all in there.”
Exit Wounds is available to preorder now ahead of its July 9th release. Additionally, the Wallflowers have scheduled a U.S. summer tour with Match-
box Twenty that kicks off just a week after Exit Wounds’ release.
“The Wallflowers have always been a vehicle for me to make great rock & roll records,” Dylan said. “And sometimes the lineup that makes the record
transfers over into touring, and sometimes it doesn’t. But my intention is always to make the Wallflowers record I want to make, using the musicians I
have beside me.”” - Rolling Stone, 4/9/21

Paste has the goods on the new Lucy Dacus album Home Video
“It’s official, folks: New Lucy Dacus is on the way. The Richmond, Virginia singer/songwriter and boygenius member has announced one of Paste’s most-anticipated 2021 albums, detailing
Home Video (June 25, Matador Records) and sharing the music video for its lead single, “Hot & Heavy,” which she’ll perform on The Late Show with Stephen Colbert tonight.
After turning heads with her 2016 debut No Burden and breaking out big with Paste’s top album of 2018, Historian, Dacus found a path to her musical future that led through her past. Home
Video finds her taking a memoirist’s eye (or is it ear?) to coming of age in her Virginia hometown, revisiting her geographical and emotional roots—including both the changes she underwent
growing up there, and the ones she’s experienced since her songwriting career took off (“people she didn’t know were looking at her like they knew her better than she knew herself,” a press re-
lease explains)—so as to wring the universal from the personal.
“I thought I was writing ‘Hot & Heavy’ about an old friend, but I realized along the way that it was just about me outgrowing past versions of myself,” explains Dacus in a statement. “So much of
life is submitting to change and saying goodbye even if you don’t want to. Now whenever I go to places that used to be significant to me, it feels like trespassing the past. I know that the teen ver-
sion of me wouldn’t approve of me now, and that’s embarrassing and a little bit heartbreaking, even if I know intellectually that I like my life and who I am.”
Dacus immerses herself in the past in her self-directed video for “Hot & Heavy,” shot in Richmond’s historic Byrd Theatre, where Dacus often saw movies as a teenager. “I knew I wanted to in-
clude some of the home video footage that my dad took of me while I was growing up. I wanted to visualize the moment when you first reflect on your childhood, which I think can also be the
moment that childhood is over,” she explains. “For me, I feel like there was a hard switch when I started releasing music, when my identity went from being a personal project to something pub-
licly observed and reflected. I asked my family (shoutout to my grandma) and some of my closest friends to be extras because they’re the people that knew me before that switch. I may have
dropped out of film school, but I still love making movies and had a really fun time directing this one.”
“Hot & Heavy” begins as memories often do, quiet and indistinct, with only Dacus’ voice over gentle mellotron: “Being back here makes me hot in the face / Hot blood in my pulsing veins /
Heavy memories weighing on my brain / Hot and heavy in the basement of your parents’ place,” she sings, focusing her mixed, yet visceral emotions on a specific person from her past, and ac-
knowledging, “Try to walk away but I come back to the start.” There’s something about her home that’s always with her, like the blood in her veins, and it’s as if the song—jangly guitars, percus-
sion pounding like a nervous teen’s heart—swells along with Dacus’ emotions, intensifying as she continues to dwell on it. Between this and “Thumbs,” the fan-favorite track Dacus released last
month, it would appear she has another knockout album on the way.
Dacus recorded Home Video in Nashville in August 2019 (speaking of the past!) with her friends and collaborators Jacob Blizard, Collin Pastore and Jake Finch, and her boygenius bandmates
Phoebe Bridgers and Julien Baker added vocals to two tracks. She’ll tour North America (pandemic permitting) this September and October in support of the record, kicking off her 28-date run
with a two-night hometown stand alongside Baker and “special guests.” Bachelor (i.e., Jay Som’s Melina Duterte and Palehound’s Ellen Kempner) and Bartees Strange will provide support on the
tour’s first and second halves or so, respectively, while Shamir will perform at Dacus’ Philadelphia show on Oct. 20. Tickets go on sale this Friday, April 16, at 10 a.m. local.” - Paste, 4/13/21


